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I. Overall Status:
1. Imagery from the thirteen S-192 bands have been received, which
were generated on SL-3, August 11, 1973, along track #6. These conical,
positive transparencies, will probably be sent out for reproduction as
indicated from the data analysis and as time will allow. These particular
bands are part of the data request made last May 24, 1974, in my letter
to Mr. Martin Miller.
2. Some field cheking will be required to verify the analytical
results on our studies of recent faults in the Battle Mt. area. The
geological details of active or recent faults, as seen on the S-190B
imagery, compares very favorably with that already mapped at 1:250:000,
and this has contibuted significantly to our abilities to extrapolate
this information into areas were no mapping exist. Our own techniques
of utililing the imagery have improved, and our ability to see greater
detail, have been enhanced.
J. Expected accomplishments for the next reporting period:
1. Some field checks will be conducted, weather permitting.
2. Analytical work will continue on existing data while awaiting
delivery on the final data products, from JSC and outside contractors.
